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Oil some joint-life annuities. 
Dr. V. Lenz. 

The value of an annuity for a group of lives, say xf yf %f „«. f .^Jbasi* 
on the asumptions that lx is a continuous function of the ag© an^Tias 
therefore at any point in the whole of the chosen range a derivative and 
is integrable and, that the force of mortality fix a r jd the force of interest d 
are continuous functions of the time t, is given by the formula 

a(x,y,z>...)=fe ° dt. (1) 
o 

Using the values of annuities expressed in this manner, it is possible to 
find values of annuities, the payments under which depend on the 
time t and the age, of the persons in the given group. When therefore 
<p(x, yy z, . . . , t) is a continuous function of the time t, if by this function 
the law of payment of the annuities be determined, the value of the 
annuity to the given group of persons, can be expressed as follows 

t 

—fiSfx+v**)** • 
a(x, yy z, . . . , <p) =zf<p(x, y,z,...tt)e ° dt. (2) 

o 
If we make a convenient choice of the law of payment, we can find 
expressions for various annuities, in this form several of which we will 
consider. 

We define the reversionary annuity axy as an annuity, payable 
from the time interval dt to the person (y), if the person (x) dies in this 
interval. The value of the annuity, payable from the interval of time dt 
to the person (y) is fix+tay+%dt and then the law of payment is fix+tPy+t-
Therefore we have 

t 

ax\y^Jfix+tay^te ° dt. (3) 
o 

According to the first theorem for the mean value of a definite 
integral we have 

f(p(t) yj(t) dt == <p(n)f (t) dt, 

where the function <p(t) is continuous over the range (a, b) and the value 
of the coefficient n lies within the range. By application of this theorem 
for the mean value of the integral to the value (3) we obtain 

7 
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^—fiVx + v + Pynt'*'*'*'* 

<*xy-=*tt* + na»+nje dt (5) 
0 

and consequently by (1) it is1) 

ax\y ~^ flxi n (*y + n axy* (6' 

The value of the annuity a^x payable to (x) after (y) will then be 

i 

f —ftex + u+fyivtW'* 

<*v\z~Jltiut<**+te ° dt. 
o 

and therefore the value of the annuity payable while exactly one of the 
lives (x) and (y) survives, will be 

t 

«jj ~jfa»it<*x+t + f*x+t<*irtt)e ° rf*. (7) 
o 

When we apply the theorem for the mean value of a definite integral 
to this expression in the manner described and use the value of the life 
annuity for (#, y) according to formula (1) we obtain 

a xy ,==rT (/** + » aV+n + fly+n ®x + n) axy (8) 

By varying the law of payment, we obtain the following expression 
for the value of the annuity to continue so long as at least one of the 
lives (x) and (y) survives 

t 

*> _ ~~] (f*x + u+Vy+u+d)du ,Q* 
a*y —J (1 + fh+t «IM t + t*»+t <*x+t) e dt. 

0 

If again we apply the theorem for the mean value of a definite 
ntegral to this integral we get the expression 

<txj = (1 + flx+n Cly + n + f*y+n &x+n) <*xy (10) 

For the relation (6), it is possible to determine the time n from t h e 
formula 

flx+n ®y+n ^ 
axy 

7Г — a " 1 
Џx+n Qy+n — — * 

in applying the well-known equation 

l) Callaway, On the Calculation of contingent assurance values and of 
compound survivorship annuities. Journal of the Institute of Actuaries, 1932. 
Evans, On the Calculation of Contingent Assurances and the Compound 
Survivorship Annuity when Makeham's Law holds, Journal of the Institute 
of Actuaries, 1925. 
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лx y = Ctu Łxy* 

The time n for the relation (6) is for certain cases tabulated according to 
the H M 4% table, graduated by Makeham's Law,2) in the following table. 

\ У 
35 • 40 45 50 55 

x \ 

11,188 35 15,012 ' 14,113 13,133 12,103 11,188 

40 13,840 13,106 12,237 11,360 10,216 

45 12,618 12,012 11,304 10,467 9,547 

50 11,298 10,858 10,297 9,635 8,869 

50 9,931 9,600 9,206 8,697 8,088 

For three lives (x, y, z) we can proceed in a similar way and find 
expressions for various annuities. The law of payment for an annuity, 
which is due to the couple (x, y) so long as the persons y and « are alive, 
after the death of the person (x), is naturally jux±t ay+t:z+t and therefore 
the value of such an annuity is 

lx\yz 

ЭÖ 

=JMX 
~~J(мx+u * Mv + u + Mг+u + ô>du 

+tay+t:г+tV dt. 
(П) 

If again we apply to this value the first theorem for the mean value 
of a definite integral as described above, we obtain, by using the value 
of the life annuity for three lives (x, y, z) according to the formula (1) 
the following expression 

ax\yz -= fir+nav+n:2+n axyz- (12) 

In a similar manner, it is possible to find the value of an annuity 
to be paid while exactly two of the lives (x), (y) and (z) survive thus 

t 

» _ J ("x + u+fy -} u ±H + u + 6)du 

^ ^ j l ^ v + tay+tz+tje ° dt 
(13) 

where 

ZfAx+i ay + t:z + t = ftx+t ay + t:z + t + fiy+t Qx+Uz+t + ftz+t ax + t:y+t 

i.e. the sum of the values of the form (jLx+i

ay+t:z+t formed by taking the 
ages of all three lives in cyclic order. We shall use this shortened nota
tion for other summations of values formed by the cyclic arrangement 
of the index. If we apply the theorem for the mean value of an integral 
to the relation (13) we obtain 

2) Spurgeon- Life contingencies, 1933. 
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a$yZ
 === t-w/^r+n ay*n:z+n] axyz. 

In the same manner we can express the value of an annuity paid to the 
person (2) if one of the lives (x) and (y) has died. Let us find first the 
value of the annuity a£v\z paid to the person (z) after the death of the 
person (x) before (y). The law of payment for this case is jux+taz+t which 
indicates that the annuity az+t is due, when the person (x) dies at age 
% + t> (y) being then alive. The value may then be expressed as 

* - Л - S ï - j t fи + a ) * * 
. /» J 

axy\г —JЏx+t aг+t Є dt 

and by the application of the theorem for the mean value of the integral 
this becomes 

axy z ^ ftx f n az + » axyz> 
# . 4  

The value of the annuity axv\z paid to the person (z), if one of the lives (x) 
and (y), is dead will be 

and therefore 

- 1 1 — 1 
axy\z — axy\z *T* axy\z 

axy\z — J (Vx+t + JUy+t) az+t C ° dt 
0 

= (/te+n + / % f » ) «z-j n #:rpz-

We get analogous values for annuities to be paid to (x) or (?/), if one of 
the other two lives dies. If we desire to find the law of payment for the 
case, then exactly one determined life, e. g. (z) survives, it is necessary 
to deduct the values of annuities paid while the other two lives are alive. 
For the life (z) the law of payment will be 

(f*x+t + flu+t) az + t — f tx+t ayH.z+t —[< l y + tax + t;z+t-

This law of payment can be written also in the form 

/̂ .t-f t ay+t\z+t + fty+tax+t\z+t 

for if in interval of time dt the person (x) dies, the annuity becomes 
a reversionary annuity to be paid to the person (z) if he survives the 
life (y) and similarly if in the interval of time dt the person (y) dies, the 
annuity becomes a reversionary annuity to be paid to the person (z) if 
he survives the life (x). 

Following this development, the value of the annuity to be paid 
when one of three lives (x, yt z) exactly survives, will be 
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t 

axy\ ^J & U*v+t + fz+t) ax+t — 2£/ix i, ei„+t:H r] e rff 
0 

t 

=-/[-?/«-+. V+si!?J e 6 <*< 
o __ _ __ 

~ [--- (fly+n + ftz+n) ax+n — 22* / ^ + H. %+n:z Mt] a^i/2' 

For the values of annuities paid when at least two or one of the lives 
are alive, we have 

- 2 _ . 2 j 
a-— = a-*-- + Ujuz* 

xyz xyz ' *«*> 
a— = a— + a— + aтм 

<Г.UУ т.uт » ч*«? l •»//* 

. ^ = iflI + o S 

and from the values found above, we have 
t 

a ^ ~ J (* + -£/**+- aV+-:*+«) e ° ^ 
0 

= [1 + £ flx+n ay + n\z+n]axyz> 
t 

« ~-J{£px+u+*)dt* 
aWz ^Jl1 + % (//»+* + //,*+«) a^+t — £[*x+t ay+tz+i] e ° rf* 

= [1 + Z (//y+n + fiz+n) ax+n — 2*[Az+n ay+n:z+n] axyz-

By analogy with the values for three lives, it is possible, having 
made an appropriate choice of the law of payment, to find the values of 
annuities for greater groups of lives. The general form of an annuity paid 
when out of m lives (xv x%) x%, . . ., xm) exactly r of the lives survive, is 

oo m—r—-1 

ax,:x.:x,:.:.ixm ~ J j ] £ \ 2k J 2J(/**.+« + ,«*.+. + • • • + 
* = 0 

—f&мъ+ч+tø" 

Џ*m—r—2k+à a жm-r-2Jfc+l+ ř : жm-~r—2ifc+2+í :"-a;w+ Є dł 
Jeo-

» W — Г 

-лy< 
o *=-o 

V + 2k + 1\ 

2k + 1 / J ] (/'.*+« + /**,+< + • . * + 

_ ì ~f{ZßXl+U+à)<to 

+ ^*m ̂ r- 2* -1 + *) ^m^r-2ifc+ř^m-r-2i + l + ř:-••%+íJЄ '* 
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